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Founded in 1999 and based in Asheville, NC,  
Eagles Nest Outfitters (ENO®) is the leader in 
creating high-quality hammocks and portable 
relaxation gear that inspires people to get 
outside. No matter your passion or pursuit,  
our tried-and-true products outfit you with an 
all-access pass to explore, connect, and relax…

At ENO, we strive to protect the welfare 
of our community and the planet from the 
beginning to the end of our product lifecycle. 
Our commitment to sustainability means we 
challenge ourselves to create responsibly made 
products and model our business to positively 
impact environmental initiatives. We've 
continued to make progress as a bluesign® 
System Partner, hold our manufacturing 
partners to a higher and safer standard with 
an internationally accepted Vendor Code of 
Conduct, and launched a Product Recycling 
program to increase the circularity of select 
products and breathe new life into materials at 
the end of their functional life.

We wish to express our sincerest gratitude 
and appreciation to our exemplary network 
of retailers and distributors. Over the past 20 
years, your partnership has been instrumental in 
building the story of ENO, providing professional 
support to our community of adventurers, and 
helping to create a future where everyone can 
enjoy their time outside.
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Your go-to hammock for any adventure, the TravelNest 
sets up in a flash and includes everything you need to 
comfortably hang out on the go. 

TravelNest™

Hammock + Straps
Combo

Supremely comfortable, breathable, and fast-drying FreeWave® fabric

Spacious 9' hammock body with integrated stuff sack

Stainless steel carabiners quickly and safely connect to included hammock straps

Premium retail packaging with fabric cutaway and small footprint

Compatible with all ENO® hammock stands and accessories

100% solid color fabric is certified as bluesign® approved

Hammock Features:
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Marine 
TRN054

Charcoal 
TRN039

Moss 
TRN062

Hammocks
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Berry | Plum 
SN012
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Hammocks

Grey 
Seafoam
SN011

Navy
Royal
SN-002

Charcoal 
Red
SN004

NEW Melon 
Olive
SN009

Black
Charcoal
SN010

Berry
Plum
SN012

7 Colour Offerings:
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NEW Cedar 
Marine
SN016

Perfect for one, the compact and lightweight 
SingleNest Hammock is expertly constructed 
with durable yet soft FreeWave® fabric, making it 
ideal for solo relaxation on any kind of adventure.

SingleNest®

Hammock

Material: 
FreeWave® 70D Nylon, Anodized 7075 Aluminum

Dimensions: 
9'6" x 4'10" | 2.9m x 1.47m

Weight:
16oz | 454g 

Capacity:
400lbs | 181kg

Supremely comfortable, breathable, and fast-drying FreeWave® fabric

Spacious 9.5' hammock body

Time-tested durability with triple-stitched seam construction

Specially designed carabiners create a safer, easier hang

100% solid color fabric is certified as bluesign® approved
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Compatible with all ENO® hammock straps, stands, and accessories

Integrated stuff sack with internal stash pocket compresses to travel-ready size
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Marine | Cedar 
DN016
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Hammocks

Material: 
FreeWave® 70D Nylon, Anodized 7075 Aluminum

Dimensions: 
9'6" x 6'4" | 2.9m x 1.92m

Weight:
19oz | 538g 

Capacity:
400lbs | 181kg

3DoubleNest®

Hammock
Spacious enough for two, the award-winning DoubleNest Hammock
is expertly constructed with durable yet soft FreeWave® fabric and
reigns supreme as your all-access pass to relaxation.

100% solid color fabric is certified as bluesign® approved

Supremely comfortable, breathable, and fast-drying FreeWave® fabric

Spacious 9.5' hammock body

Integrated stuff sack with internal stash pocket compresses to travel-ready size

Time-tested durability with triple-stitched seam construction

Specially designed carabiners create a safer, easier hang
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Compatible with all ENO® hammock straps, stands, and accessories

Red
Charcoal
DN004

Charcoal 
Black
DN010

Olive 
Melon
DN009

7 Colour Offerings:

NEW Marine 
Cedar
DN016

Chartreuse 
Grey
DN007

7

Grey 
Seafoam
DN011
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Hammocks

Brighten your adventures with the colorful and spacious 
DoubleNest Hammock Print featuring durable yet soft FreeWave® 
fabric that delivers a sharable experience unlike any other.

Material: 
FreeWave® 70D Nylon, Anodized 7075 Aluminum

Dimensions: 
9'6" x 6'4" | 2.9m x 1.92m

Weight:
19oz | 538g 

Capacity:
400lbs | 181kg

DoubleNest®

Hammock Print

Solid color side panel fabric is certified as bluesign® approved

Our DoubleNest Hammock Print Collection features one-of-a-kind patterns inspired by the diversity of our community’s 
lifestyles and the natural landscapes of our planet. From bold tie-dyes and shape-shifting textures to serene landscapes and 
scenes, our print collection allows you to stand out while you submerge yourself into a colorful, relaxing escape.

Mountains to Sea | Grey DNP340

A journey from rugged ridgelines  to rolling  
waters inspires  you to keep exploring.

Tie Dye | Red DNP243

A bright array of color sends  
you into a deep state of nostalgia.

Fade | Seaglass DNP303

A soothing glow of warm sunset  
tones washes your worries away.

Boulder | Melon DNP320

A dynamic, geometric pattern  of 
peaks and valleys inspires you  to 
pursue new heights.
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Hammocks

Our lightest hammock, the Sub6 embodies the 
true spirit of ultralight hammock camping with its 
impressively compact size and 5.8 ounce weight. 

Charcoal
LH6039

2 Colour Offerings:

Orange
LH6093

12

3

4

Lichen 
LH6039

Material: 
30D Ripstop Nylon

Dimensions: 
9' x 4' | 2.7m x 1.2m

Weight:
5.8oz | 164g 

Capacity:
300lbs | 136kg

Sub6™ Ultralight  

Hammock

ENO's lightest hammock built with strong, breathable, and fast-drying ripstop fabric

Aluminum toggle system saves weight and will have you relaxing securely in seconds

Built with high-performance Silverlite™ cord that is stronger than steel

Integrated stuff sack packs hammock down to adventure-ready size

Designed for use with ENO® Helios Hammock Straps
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Hammock Suspension
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Hammock Straps &  
Accessories
Over 20 years ago, we created the first-ever knotless 
hammock straps, making hammocks accessible to 
everyone. Since then, we've expanded our product line 
focusing on comfort and convenience to enhance the user-
experience for every type of adventurer.

Atlas™ 
Hammock Straps
Whenever you like to hang out, the patented Atlas 
Hammock Straps are expertly constructed to safely and 
perfectly suspend your hammock in a tree-friendly flash.

AST002
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Material: 
1000D Polyfilament Webbing

Dimensions: 
9' x 1.5/.75" | 2.8m x 4/2cm

Weight:
9oz | 255g 

Capacity:
400lbs | 181kg

No-Knots-Needed setup will have you relaxing securely in seconds

Innovative tapered design protects trees, saves weight, 
and packs down to adventure-ready size

Reflective accent stitching improves nighttime visibility

Compatible with all ENO® hammocks  
(toggle system hammocks will require aluminum carabiners - sold separately)
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Patented construction includes 30 combined adjustment points to fine-
tune your perfect hang

HS002
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Helios™ Ultralight
Hammock Straps
Designed with incredibly strong Silverlite™ cord and our 
innovative Microtune™ adjustment system, the ultralight and 
tree-friendly Helios Hammock Straps ensure a perfect hang 
every time.

Material: 
Silverlite™ Cord, 1000D Polyfilament Webbing

Dimensions: 
8'1" x 1" | 2.46m x 2.54cm 

No-Knots-Needed ultralight suspension system will have you relaxing 
securely in seconds

Microtune™ adjustment system to dial in the perfect hang and optimal  
comfort of your hammock

Built with tree-friendly webbing and high-performance Silverlite™  
cord that is stronger than steel

Pairs perfectly with Sub-series, JungleNest and SkyLite hammocks

Compatible with all ENO® hammocks 
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Weight:
4.3oz | 122g 

Capacity:
300lbs | 136kg



Hammock Suspension
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Fuse™ Tandem
Hammock
System

Material: 
DAC Green Anodized Aluminum Alloy

Dimensions: 
31" x 3" x 2" | 78.7cm x 7.62cm x 5.08cm

Weight:
10oz | 283g 

Capacity:
250lbs | 113kg (per hammock)

The perfect hammock accessory for friends and 
families who want proximity with unparalleled 
comfort, the Fuse lets you set up two hammocks using 
only one set of anchor points keeping your companion 
close by while keeping your hammock all to yourself. 

Slate
ASF104

Retro Tri
ASF050

2 Color Offerings:

1

2

3

Patented design easily hangs 2 hammocks from 1 set of anchor points

Lightweight DAC pole system is collapsible for easy transport

Wiregate endcaps ensure safe and secure relaxation

Includes travel-ready stuff sack

DAC Green Anodizing minimizes environmental impact
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Retro Tri 
ASF-050

Compatible with all ENO® hammocks  
(not including Sky-series and SuperNest hammocks)



Rain Tarps
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ProFly™ 

Rain Tarp

Material: 
70D Ripstop Nylon with 1000mm PU Coating

Dimensions: 
10'6" x 6'4" | 3.2m x 1.9m

Weight:
22oz | 640g 

Colour Offering:

The ProFly is our jack-of-all-trades for sound protection 
from the elements. Its streamlined shape is ideal for 
weathering sudden downpours, or building a shaded 
basecamp hangout.

Charcoal
PF002

6-point anchor system with easy No-Knots-Needed setup

Heavy-duty ripstop nylon fabric with waterproof coating

Storm-resistant construction includes double stitched and taped seams

Reflective cord aids nighttime visibility

Integrated LineLoc tensioners and aluminum ridgeline hooks 

Includes 4 premium aluminum ground stakes

Compatible with all ENO® hammocks  
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Rain Tarps
Our high-quality collection of No-Knots-Needed 
rain tarps come in a variety of sizes, shapes, and 
fabrics to keep you and your gear protected in all 
weather conditions.

5

Navy 
PF001



Bug Nets
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Bug Nets
Designed for easy access and 360° insect protection, 
our line of durable, spacious, and lightweight bug nets 
let you enjoy hammocking in bug-free comfort.

BN001

1
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3

Guardian™  Bug Net

Material: 
SkyWeave™ Mesh, 40D Ripstop Nylon

Dimensions: 
9'4" x 4'3" | 2.8m x 1.3m

Weight:
15oz | 425g 

The Guardian Bug Net comfortably surrounds you and your 
hammock with its breathable SkyWeave™ Mesh to create a 
bug-free refuge without cramping your style.

Spacious design surrounds your hammock with 360° insect protection

Vertical zipper door allows quick entry and exit from your hammock

Integrated interior gear loops let you conveniently hang small essentials

Easy No-Knots-Needed system ensures quick setup and breakdown

Compatible with all ENO® hammocks  
(not including Sky-series and SuperNest hammocks)
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Shell: 
FreeWave® 70D Nylon

Lining: 
100% Recycled Polyester Fleece (320g)

Dimensions:  
6' x 4'10" | 1.8m x 1.5m

Weight: 
41oz | 1.16kg

From backcountry cabin to beachside retreat, the 
FieldDay Blanket inspires relaxation by keeping you 
cozy any time of the year.

FieldDay™ Blanket

Ultra soft polar fleece lining with premium heather finish

Durable nylon shell fabric with water repellent finish

Integrated mini-buckle transforms blanket into hands-free cape

Travel-ready stuff sack included

100% Post-Consumer recycled fleece
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Mountains to Sea A7340 
A journey from rugged ridgelines  to rolling  
waters inspires  you to keep exploring.

Boulder A7320

A dynamic, geometric pattern  of peaks and  
valleys inspires you  to pursue new heights.

Tundra A7310

A vast landscape of rolling hills  and gentle streams 
eases you into  a world of endless possibility. 

Insulation & Blankets
The perfect companions for breezy beach days 
and cold campfire nights, our line of insulation and 
blankets keeps you comfortable whether lounging 
on the ground or sleeping in your hammock.

Mountains To Sea 
A7340

Blankets

14
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TrailFlyer™  

Outdoor Game

Material: 
210D Ripstop Nylon, Polyester Mesh

Dimensions: 
38" x 30" | 97cm x 76cm

Weight:
2lbs 2oz | .91kg

Discs filled with Repreve® 100% recycled PET pellets

Post-consumer plastics are collected, washed, chopped 
and processed into recycled REPREVE® Resin pellets.

Easy No-Knots-Needed setup for playing on-the-go

All-weather materials and construction

Includes 6 game discs filled with 100% recycled materials

Includes 2 premium aluminum ground stakes

Includes travel-ready stuff sack

Compatible with any tree or anchor point 6"-20" (15-50cm) in diameter
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A1402

Camping Accessories
Take your time outside to the next level with fun 
games and functional accessories for the whole family. 

From backyard barbecues to backcountry campouts, TrailFlyer 
packs a ton of portable fun into your next hangout session or 
outdoor adventure. Inspired by fan favorite games, the TrailFlyer 
sets up in seconds and is a blast for 2-4 players.
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Pacific 
SLT137
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Specialist Hammocks

SkyLite™

Hammock
The tent-inspired SkyLite Hammock provides unrivaled camping 
comfort with its game-changing ergonomic design that feels 
supportive yet delivers a weightless sleeping experience sure  
to rejuvenate any camper.

Material: 
NewWave™ 40D Ripstop Nylon, 
SkyWeave™ Lite Mesh 

Dimensions: 
Body: 7' x 3' | 2.1m x 1m 
Total: 12'6" x 3' | 3.8m x 1m

Weight:
2lbs | .91kg 

Capacity:
250lbs | 113kg

Pacific
SLT137

Removable DAC spreader bars create an 
incredibly flat sleeping experience

Integrated bug net with zippered door creates a 
tent-like canopy above your hammock

Specialized ripstop fabric provides ultimate 
blend of comfort and strength

Aluminum toggle system saves weight and 
will have you relaxing securely in seconds

Interior pockets and hanging accessory loops 
keep essentials within reach

Designed for use with ENO® Helios Hammock Straps
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DAC Green Anodizing minimizes environmental impact
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Evergreen 
JH002
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Specialist Hammocks

JungleNest™

Hammock 

Material: 
NewWave™ 40D Ripstop Nylon, 
SkyWeave™ Lite Mesh

Dimensions: 
10' x 4'10" | 3m x 1.4m

Weight:
20oz | 567g 

Capacity:
300lbs | 136kg

The reimagined and feature-packed JungleNest 
Hammock exemplifies hammock camping luxury 
for a perfect night’s sleep in the backcountry with 
its spacious interior and integrated bug net. 

2 Colour Offerings:

Evergreen
JH002

Pacific
JH003

Extended 10' hammock body with structural ridgeline ensures a perfect hang every time

Stowable bug net with DAC Featherlite spreader bar creates a tent-like canopy  
above your hammock

Specialized ripstop fabric provides ultimate blend of comfort and strength

Aluminum toggle system saves weight and will have you relaxing securely in seconds

Interior gear loft, side pocket, and hanging accessory loop keep essentials close by

Designed for use with ENO® Helios Hammock Straps
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DAC Green Anodizing minimizes environmental impact



Stand

ENOpod™  
Hammock Stand
The versatile, durable ENOpod Hammock Stand provides a 
place to hang not one, but three ENO hammocks. The tool-less 
assembly makes this triple-hammock stand the easiest to use 
and fastest to set up.

ENOPOD

1
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3

Quick-release, tool-less construction 
(optional permanent hardware included)

Included stainless steel carabiners 

ENO® patented design

Compatible with all ENO® hammocks 
(not including Sky-series and SuperNest hammocks)

2

3

1

SoloPod™

Hammock
Stand

Quick-release, tool-less construction

Included stainless steel carabiners 

ENO® patented design

Compatible with all ENO® hammocks  
(not including Sky-series and SuperNest hammocks)

The SoloPod combines effortless assembly with a 
polished aesthetic to make it the sleekest and most 
convenient stand on the market.
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Material: 
Powder Coated Steel Frame,
Stainless Steel Carabiners,
Galvanized Hardware

Dimensions: 
10'6" x 3'1" x 4'4" | 3.2m x .93m 
x 1.32m

Weight:
63lbs | 31.3kg 

Capacity:
400lbs | 181kg ENOSOLO

1

2
3

From lightweight and portable to timeless and sculptural, our 
collection of durable stands lets you hammock without trees 
from the backyard to the beach.

18

Material: 
Powder Coated Steel Frame,
Stainless Steel Carabiners,
Galvanized Hardware

Dimensions: 
10'2" x 11' x 4'4" | 3.09m x 3.35m x 1.32m

Weight:
101lbs | 50kg 

Capacity:
400lbs | 181kg (per hammock)
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Contact Details

Burton McCall Limited
163 Parker Drive, Leicester, LE4 0JP

Tel Main Switchboard: 0116 234 4600

www.burton-mccall.co.uk

  @BTNMCCALL
  @burtonmccallltd
  @burtonmccallltd

Sales Office
Tel: 0116 234 4611/4622
Email: sales@burton-mccall.com

Customer Services
Tel: 0116 234 4646
Email: customer.services@burton-mccall.com


